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Summary

Data mining techniques are becoming increasingly important in chemistry as databases become too large to exam-
ine manually. Data mining methods from the field of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) have potential advantages
for structural chemical data. In this paper we present Warmr, the first ILP data mining algorithm to be applied to
chemoinformatic data. We illustrate the value of Warmr by applying it to a well studied database of chemical
compounds tested for carcinogenicity in rodents. Data mining was used to find all frequent substructures in the
database, and knowledge of these frequent substructures is shown to add value to the database. One use of the
frequent substructures was to convert them into probabilistic prediction rules relating compound description to
carcinogenesis. These rules were found to be accurate on test data, and to give some insight into the relationship
between structure and activity in carcinogenesis. The substructures were also used to prove that there existed
no accurate rule, based purely on atom-bond substructure with less than seven conditions, that could predict
carcinogenicity. This results put a lower bound on the complexity of the relationship between chemical structure
and carcinogenicity. Only by using a data mining algorithm, and by doing a complete search, is it possible to prove
such a result. Finally the frequent substructures were shown to add value by increasing the accuracy of statistical
and machine learning programs that were trained to predict chemical carcinogenicity. We conclude that Warmr,
and ILP data mining methods generally, are an important new tool for analysing chemical databases.

Introduction

Large chemoinformatic databases are now common-
place. To fully exploit these databases new computer
based data analysis methods are required. One class
of algorithms that is well suited to this task are data
mining algorithms [1, 2]. In computer science the term
‘data mining’ refers strictly to a class of algorithms
from the field of Knowledge Discovery in databases
(KDD), which aim to find interesting patterns in data-
bases. Data mining algorithms differ from those from
statistics, neural networks, and traditional symbolic
machine learning, both in their emphasis on efficiency
(allowing large databases to be dealt with), and their
emphasis on extracting comprehensible knowledge.

The prototypical data mining task is to find all fre-
quently occurring patterns of a particular type. In its
simplest form, known as association rule mining [3],
the task is to find all frequent itemsets, i.e., to list all
combinations of items that are found together in a suf-
ficient number of examples. A typical application of
association rules is market basket analysis, where you
identify all products which tend to be sold together –
this information can then be used to influence product
placement, etc. Directly translating association rule
mining into a chemoinformatic context, with mole-
cules as shopping baskets: the task would be to find
all elements that occur frequently together in mole-
cules. As this translation makes clear, the standard
data mining task of association rule mining is not
directly transferable to chemical databases.
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What is important in chemical databases is not the
frequency of co-occurrence of individual atoms, but
the frequency of occurrence of particular molecular
sub-structures. There are two approaches to incorpo-
rating molecular sub-structures. The standard one is to
use attributes to represent structure. Attributes are de-
scriptors which describe a property of a whole object.
For example, typical attributes in chemoinformatics
are: the hydrophobicity of a compound, the presence
of a particular molecular substructure, the charge at a
particular co-ordinate position, etc. It is a characteris-
tic of the use of attributes that all the information about
a particular example can be put into a single row of
a table. The use of attributes is standard in statistics,
neural networks, and machine learning [4]. It is also
standard in chemoinformatics: traditional QSAR [5,
6], CASE/MULTICASE [7], CoMFA [8], Recursive
Partitioning [9, 10], etc., are all based on attributes.

The alternative approach, and the one which we
favour, is to use a relational language to describe
chemicals. This approach is known as Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) [11, 12]. ILP has clear theoretical
advantages for chemoinformatics. Chemical structure
are naturally relational and they can only be approxi-
mated using attributes. (One way of viewing programs
such as SCAM [10] which enumerate all possible
small structural attributes is that they are approximat-
ing an ILP approach – similar to the machine learning
program LINUS [12]). ILP has shown its value in
many conventional structure-function problems where
it has found solutions not accessible to standard statis-
tical, neural network, or genetic algorithms [13–19].
ILP based drug design methods have been successfully
extended from standard QSAR problems [13–15], to
toxicology [16–18], and to pharmacophore discovery
[19]. With ILP:
− There is no need for all the information about a

particular example to be forced into a single row of
a table – which may result in loss of information.
The information may be preserved by spreading it
several tables.

− Human comprehensible results are more easily
produced, because the use of logical relations pro-
vides a richer language that is closer to natural
language.

− There is no need to pre-align structures to an ex-
trinsic co-ordinate system (this advantage is not
applicable to the problem tackled in this paper).
The main disadvantages of ILP have been its

need for large amounts of computing resources, and
the specialised expertise needed to use it. Whether

ILP’s advantages are sufficiently strong in practice to
make ILP the generally preferred methodology for a
chemoinformatic problems is still an open question.

In this paper we describe the ILP data mining algo-
rithm Warmr [20, 21]. Warmr is a general purpose ILP
data mining tool that finds frequent relational patterns
in databases. It has been applied to a number of dif-
ferent application areas, e.g. telecommunications [21].
The efficiency of Warmr scales linearly with database
size and it has been applied to datasets containing
many millions of data points. This answers some of
the efficiency problems of ILP. The frequent relational
patterns found by Warmr can be used in predictive
theories and contribute to scientific insight. In this
paper we apply ILP data mining to chemoinformatic
data for the first time. We use Warmr to find allfre-
quent patterns in a database of chemicals tested for
carcinogenesis in rodents.

Methods

Predicting rodent carcinogenesis

We applied the ILP data mining algorithm Warmr to
a database of long term carcinogencity tests of com-
pounds in rodents. This database was formed by the
US National Toxicology Program (NTP) of the Na-
tional Institute of Environmental Sciences (NIEHS)
[22]. The database is a good test bed to illustrate the
applicability of ILP data mining to chemoinformatics
as it is reasonably large (25 500 facts), and has been
previously intensively studied [23–26]. Much of the
work on the database has been prompted by the Pre-
dictive Toxicology Evaluation (PTE) project [25–27].
The PTE identifies sets of chemical that are scheduled
or ongoing assay. These compounds are then used as
‘blind test’ data for predictive toxicology programs.
So far two PTE trials have taken place [25, 26] and
a third is planned [27]. In this paper we use the data
from PTE-2 as a test set. This allows direct compar-
ison with a wide variety of other results. The data-
base for the carcinogenesis problem was taken from
http://web.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/research/areas/mach-
learn/PTE/. This was the official site of the Inter-
national Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(IJCAI) challenge on predictive toxicology which was
associated with NTP program on predictive toxicology
evaluation PTE-2 [28, 29]. The dataset contains 337
compounds, 182 (54%) of which have been classified
as carcinogenic and the remaining 155 (46%) other-
wise. Each compound is described by the results of
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the carcinogenicity assay: carcinogenic or not carcino-
genic and a database of background knowledge about
the compound. These properties are described using a
special logical language:
1. Atom-bond description. This consists of a set

of atoms and their bond connectivities, as de-
scribed in [16] (for convenience, we have mod-
ified the original representation slightly). Atoms
are described using three relations (predicates)
atom_element, atom_type, and atom_chargefor
atom element type, descriptor type, and partial
charge respectively. For example:atom_element
(compound1, id1_24, hydrogen), describes a hy-
drogen atom in compound 1 with identifierid1_24;
atom_type (compound1, id1_27, 10), describes an
atom of type 10 (aliphatic carbon) in compound 1
with identifier id1_27; atom_charge(compound1,
id1_27, 0.01), describes an atom with a par-
tial charge of 0.01 in compound 1 with identifier
id1_27. Bonds are described using bond rela-
tions such asbond(compound1, id1_24, d1_25,
1), meaning that in compound 1 there is a sin-
gle bond (type 1) between atoms with identifiers
d1_24and1d1_25.The motivation for using this
representation is that atoms and bonds are the fun-
damental building blocks of chemistry, and from
them all other representations are built. The ap-
proach has previously also been successful [16–
19]. This data is relational.

2. Generic structural groups. This represents generic
chemical structural groups (methyl, alcohol, ben-
zene rings, etc.). These are defined in datalog (see
below) and so the definitions can also be con-
sidered part of the background knowledge. We
used 29 different structural groups, which ex-
pands on the 12 definitions used in our muta-
genesis study [16]. An example structural rela-
tion is: group(compound1, ether, [id1_12, id1_13,
id1_14]). This states that compound 1 has an
ether group consisting of the atoms with identi-
fiers id1_12, id1_13, and id1_14. The motivation
for using chemical groups is that after atom/bonds
they are the simplest way to represent chemical
structure. This data is relational.

3. Genotoxicity. These are results of short-term as-
says used to detect and characterize chemicals
that may pose genetic risks. These assays in-
clude the Salmonella assay, in-vivo tests for
the induction of micro-nuclei in rat and mouse
bone marrow, etc. The results are usually pos-
itive or negative. An example genotoxicity re-

lation is: salmonella(compound1, positive).This
states that compound 1 had a positive result
on the Salmonellagenotoxicity assay. In cases
where more than 1 set of results are available
for a given type, we used the majority result.
When positive and negative results are returned
in equal numbers, then no result is recorded for
that test. The motivation for using these proper-
ties is that they have been shown to be important
in accurate prediction of carcinogenicity [22–26].
This data is attribute based.

4. Mutagenicity. Progol rules from the earlier experi-
ments on obtaining structural rules for mutagenesis
are included. Mutagenic chemicals have often been
found to be carcinogenic, and we use all the rules
found with Progol. An example mutagenicity re-
lation is: mutagenic(compound1).This states that
compound 1 is predicted to be mutagenic. Mu-
tagenicity is probably the most important test for
determining if a chemical is carcinogenic [22–26].
This data is attribute based.

5. Structural indicators. We have encoded some
structural alerts thought to be associated with car-
cinogenesis based on the work of Ashby and
co-workers [23, 24]. An example structural in-
dicator relation is: indicator(compound1, nitro,
[id1_30, id1_31, id1_32, id1_33]).This states that
compound 1 has an alert of type nitro involving
atoms with identifiers id1_30, id1_31, id1_32, and
id1_33. This data is attribute based.
The 337 compounds are described using roughly

25 500 of these logical relations. The data mining sys-
tem is designed to find frequent patterns among such
logical relations.

Warmr

Warmr is a general purpose Inductive Logic Program-
ming (ILP) data mining algorithm [20, 21]. It uses
datalog[30] to represent both data and patterns. Data-
log is a logic programming language (with no function
symbols) specifically designed to implement deduc-
tive databases (databases that can incorporate rules
as well as facts). The relations described above are
in datalog. Warmr can discover knowledge in struc-
tured data, where patterns reflect the one-to-many and
many-to-many relationships of several tables.This
is not possible with standard data mining programs.
Background knowledge is represented in a uniform
manner and has an essential role in the discovery of
frequent patterns, unlike in most data mining settings.
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Warmr used the efficient levelwise method known
from the Apriori algorithm [31]. This allows it to be
used on very large databases. The Warmr levelwise
search algorithm [32] is based on a breadth-first search
of the pattern space (Figure 1). This space is ordered
by the generality of patterns. The levelwise method
searches this space one level at a time, starting from
the most general patterns. The method iterates be-
tween candidate generation and candidate evaluation
phases: incandidate generation, the lattice structure
is used for pruning non-frequent patterns from the
next level; in thecandidate evaluationphase, fre-
quencies of candidates are computed with respect to
the database. Pruning is based on the monotonicity
of specificity with respect to frequency – if a pattern
is not frequent then none of its specialisations can be
frequent. So while generating candidates for the next
level, all the patterns that are specialisations of infre-
quent patterns can be pruned. The levelwise approach
has two crucial useful properties [32]. First, the data-
base is scanned at mostk + 1 times, wherek is the
maximum level (size) of a frequent pattern; all candi-
dates of a level are tested in single database pass. This
is an important factor when mining large databases.
Second, the time complexity is linear with the number
of examples – assuming matching patterns against the
data is fast. We have previously shown how Warmr
can be tuned to simulate Apriori and some other well-
known algorithms for frequent pattern discovery [20].
Warmr is, in principle, capable of discovering arbi-
trary frequent datalog queries from a given database.
However, background knowledge is generally used to
constrain the set of meaningful and useful patterns.
This is specified using a special control language [33,
34] which allows the search space to be made explicit,
and modified easily.

Results

We randomly split the set of 337 compounds into 2/3
for the discovery of frequent substructures, and 1/3
for the validation of derived probabilistic rules about
carcinogenicity.

Frequent substructures

We investigated the usefulness of using three types of
information by forming three databases:
− In database 1 we used only atom element, atom

type, and bond information.

Table 1. The results for Database 1 (using only atom and bond
information). The candidates are the patterns generated by the
pattern generation language. The frequency of patterns is set
at 10% – this means that if a pattern has to cover 10% of the
examples to be considered frequent

Level Candidate patterns Frequent patterns Time (s)

1 6 6 1

2 123 34 3

3 214 127 24

4 813 672 164

5 4133 3725 3102

6 25434 23961 101673

Total 29993 28535 104957

− In database 2 we used all the data except the
atom/bond information.

− In database 3 we used all the data except the Ashby
alerts.

The number of candidate patterns and the num-
ber of frequent ones are given in Tables 1–3. No-
tice that, overall, there are few infrequent candi-
dates, and the number of candidates steadily in-
creases with size of pattern. As a consequence,
the exploration of complex patterns is computation-
ally expensive. Exploration of each database was
terminated when a fixed amount of computational
resources were used. A complete list of all fre-
quent substructures can be found at anonymous ftp:
ftp://ftp.dcs.aber.ac.uk/pub/users/rdk/warmr/ (Note a
slightly different but equivalent syntax is used).

Table 1 gives the results for database 1. The six
candidate patterns of size 1 correspond to the presence
of the elements: carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,
chlorine, and sulphur (in the order of frequency of oc-
currence). Note that, unsurprisingly, all these patterns
are frequent. An example frequent pattern of size 6 is:
atom_element(Compound, Id1, carbon) &
atom_element(Compound, Id2, carbon) &
atom_element(Compound, Id3, hydrogen) &
atom_type(Compound, Id1, 10) &
bond(Compound, Id1, Id2, Bond_type) &
bond(Compound, Id1, Id3, Bond_type).
A translation of this pattern into English is: ‘A com-
pound with a carbon atom (Id1) of type 10 is single
bonded to another carbon atom (Id2) and to a hydrogen
atom (Id3)’. Names that start with an upper-case letter
are variables, and those that start with a lower-case
letter are constants, and that the bonds are forced to be
of the same type, and Carbon type 10 is an aliphatic
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Table 2. The results for Database 2 (all descriptors except the
atom and bond information). The frequency of patterns is set at
4%

Level Candidate patterns Frequent patterns Time (s)

1 58 41 1

2 1093 413 47

3 3381 2631 1001

4 15411 13963 17102

Total 19934 17048 18151

Table 3. The results for Database 3 (all descriptors except the
Ashby alerts). The frequency of patterns is set at 10%

Level Candidate patterns Frequent patterns Time (s)

1 85 49 1

2 1466 501 89

3 3219 2184 2342

4 7190 6219 194456

5 15577 14435 96896

Total 27537 23388 118784

carbon, so the bonds are single. This substructure is
clearly a common one in organic compounds. In the
training set this frequent substructure is found in 57%
of compounds.

Table 2 gives the results for database 2. Example
candidate patterns of size 1 aregroup(Compound, al-
cohol, Group1)andsalmonella(Compound, positive).
The first pattern describes the presence of an alcohol
group, the second to the property of being positive to
the salmonella mutagenicity test. An example frequent
pattern of size 5 is
group(Compound, ether, Group1) &
group(Compound, ester, Group2),
group(Compound, alcohol, Group3) &
connected(Group1, Group2) &
connected(Group1, Group3).
A translation of this substructure into English is: ‘A
compound with an ether group connected to an ester
group and an alcohol group’. In the training set this
frequent substructure is found in 4% of compounds.

Table 3 gives the results for database 3. An exam-
ple frequent pattern of size 4 is:
salmonella(Compound, positive) &
cytogen_sce(Compound, positive) &
cytogen_ca(Compound, positive),
group(Compound, hexane, Group1).

A translation of this into English is: A compound
with a positiveSalmonellatest, a positive cytogen_sce
test, a positive cytogen_ca test, and a hexane group.
Note that the definition of pattern used is a database
definition- objects related together in the database –
and this does not only specify chemical substructures.
This pattern combines together results of biological
tests and the presence of chemical groups. In the train-
ing set this frequent substructure is found in 18% of
compounds.

Probabilistic rules

One useful application of the repository of frequent
substructures is to generate probabilistic rules. These
can be generated directly, without going back to the
database. For instance, we can combine the following
two frequent patterns:
(1) cytogen_ca(Compound, negative) &

group(Compound, sulfide, Group1)
(frequency: 7%)

and
(2) class(Compound, non_carcinogenic) &

cytogen_ca(Compound, negative) &
group(Compound, sulfide, Group1)

(frequency: 6%)
To generate the probabilistic rule:

(3) if
cytogen_ca(Compound, negative) &
group(Compound, sulfide, Group1)
then
class(Compound, non_carcinogenic)

(frequency: 6%; confidence: 86%).
This is possible because 1 and 2 logically im-

ply 3 (and 6/7= 0.86). To rank these probabilistic
rules we have applied a binomial test that verifies
how unusual the confidence of rule substructure is.
The test compares how far the rule: if pattern then
(non)carcinogenic is from the expected class frequen-
cies. All rules with significance below 3σ were dis-
carded (σ is the estimation of the standard deviation).
For instance, the significance level of the above rule
is 3.16σ. The 215 rules that passed this test were fur-
ther annotated with their significance level on the1

3
validation set, and examined by eye.

In the experiment using database 1 (only using
atom-bond information),no substructure described
with less than 7 logical parts was found to be related
to carcinogenicity.This result is significant because it
places a lower limit on the complexity of rules that
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Figure 1. Data mining methodology. The input to Warmr are the descriptions of the compounds. Warmr goes through successive rounds of
generating new patterns by adding to existing patterns and pruning patterns that don t occur frequently. At each level another logical condition
is added to the pattern. This approach is efficient and effective because a pattern that is infrequent cannot be used to form a frequent pattern
by adding conditions to it. The maximum level searched is limited by pre-set computer resources. We demonstrated the utility of the frequent
patterns by forming probabilistic rules from them and by using them as attributes for classification. One third of the data was kept back to
validate the probabilistic rules.

are based exclusively on atom-bond chemical struc-
ture. As we have done a complete search, we have
shown that no molecular structure consisting of seven
or less atoms/bonds is a good indicator of rodent
carcinogenicity.

For experiments 2 and 3, validation on an indepen-
dent test set showed that the frequent rules identified
in the training set were clearly useful in prediction.
The estimated accuracies of the rules from the training
data were optimistically biased, as expected. The rules
found in experiments 2 and 3 were dominated by bi-
ological tests for carcinogenicity. The biological tests
appear to be broadly independent of each other; so that
if a chemical is identified as a possible carcinogen by
several of these tests, it is possible to predict with high
probability that it is a carcinogen. Unfortunately, such
compounds are rare.

Inspection of the rules from experiment 2 revealed
that the Ashby alerts were not used by any rules. This
result, that the Ashby alerts provide little information,
confirms that of Bahler & Bristol [35]. We believe
this reflects the difficulty humans and machines have
in discovering general chemical substructures associ-
ated with carcinogenicity. However, it is possible that
the intuitive alerts used by Ashby were incorrectly
interpreted and encoded in both [16] and [35].

Two particularly interesting rules that combine bi-
ological tests with chemical attributes were found. It
is difficult to compare these with existing knowledge,
as most work on identifying structural alerts has been
based on alerts for carcinogenicity, while both rules
identify alerts for non-carcinogenicity. However, it is
reasonable to search for non-carcinogenicity alerts, as
there can be specific chemical mechanisms for this,
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Figure 2. Decision tree formed by C4.5 without the
Warmr attributes. The attribute ids are taken from (http://
www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/groups/machlearn/PTE/oucl2.html). t
= true. f= false. (⊗ = carcinogen. (⊕ = non-carcinogen. AMES
– Ames test. The following attributes are based on Quanta types:
AT18 - number of carbon atoms with QUANTA type 29 (indicates
presence of biphenyl group); AT27 number of hydrogen atoms
of Quanta type 8 (hydroxyl hydrogen); AT37 number of nitrogen
atoms of Quanta type 35 (nitrogen in 6-membered ring attached
to quanidinium group); AT47 number of oxygen atoms of Quanta
type 49 (ester oxygen); AT58 number of sulphur atoms of Quanta
type 74 (thioether) . The following attributes are based on National
Toxicity Program attribute: N6 NTP descriptor 6 (RZ principal axis
of inertia), N11 NTP descriptor 11 (HOMO).

e.g., cytochrome p450s specifically neutralise harmful
chemicals. The rule:

if cytogen_ca(Compound, negative) & group
(Compound, sulfide, Group1) then class(Compound,
non_carcinogenic)

is intriguing. The rule states that if a compound is
negative to the cytogen_ca test and has a sulfide group
then it will be non-carcinogenic. It is the combination
of conditions in the rule which seems to be crucial,
as the cytogen_ca test and the presence of sulfide in
isolation do much worse. The cytogen_ca test is found
to be particularly accurate for compounds with sulfide
groups. The rule query:

if atom_ch(Compound, Atom, Charge) & Charge
≤ −0.215 & salmonella(Compound, negative)
then class(Compound, non_carcinogenic).

is also interesting. It states that if a compound has an
atom with a partial charge≤ −0.215 and has negative
result on the Salmonella assay then the compound will
be non-carcinogenic. Analysis shows that the addition
of the chemical test makes the biological test more ac-

Figure 3. Decision tree formed by C4.5 with the Warmr at-
tributes (staring with W). The attribute ids are taken from (http://
www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/groups/machlearn/PTE/oucl2.html). t
= true. f = false. (⊗ = carcinogen. (⊕= non-carcinogen. The
following attributes are based on Quanta types: AT5 – number of
carbon atoms of QUANTA type 14 (indicates presence of carbonyl
carbon); AT18 – number of carbon atoms with QUANTA type 29
(indicates presence of biphenyl group); AT46 – umber of oxygen
atoms of QUANTA type 45 (indicates presence of hydroxyl oxy-
gen); AT54 – number of phosphorous atoms of QUANTA type 62
(indicates presence of phosphate group). S1 – NTP bulk property
(the smallest principal moment of inertia). N18 – generic group
count feature 18 (the number of methoxy groups in a molecule).
The following attributes are Warmr generated: W17. This is true
if a molecule contains at least 1 atom with partial charge at most
−0.625, and tests ‘n’ on the genotoxicity test for Salmonella and
on ‘p’ the Mouse Lymphoma; W24 – this is true if a molecule tests
‘n’ on genotoxicity test for in-vitro cytogenetics (CA) and has at
least 1 sulfide group; W112 – this is true if a molecule tests ‘p’ on
the following genotoxicity tests: Mouse Lymphoma andDrosophila
SLRL.

curate at the expense of less coverage. The rule may
be connected to transport across cell membranes.

Classification

To further show the utility of the repository of frequent
patterns generated by Warmr, we made them avail-
able to the participants in the Predictive Toxicology
Evaluation Challenge (PTE – see above) [27–29]. To
do this we encoded them as new descriptive attributes
of the data (indicator variables). This way of using
ILP has previously been shown to be successful in
preprocessing chemoinformatic data [18].
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The result was that the top three most accurate
methods all used the Warmr attributes in their predic-
tion models, see: (http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/
groups/machlearn/PTE) [29].

The results for the OUCL-2 group are illustrative
of the value of using the new attributes. Figure 2
shows the decision tree learnt by the C4.5 algorithm
[36] using the attributes other than those formed us-
ing Warmr. This decision tree has an estimated error
rate of 33.8%. Figure 3 shows the decision tree learnt
by the C4.5 algorithm including the Warmr attributes.
This decision tree has an estimated error rate of 31.2%.
The decision tree generated with the Warmr attributes
is more accurate and somewhat simpler, as it is more
linear.

Discussion and conclusion

Perhaps the most interesting result found by Warmr
is that no atom-bond substructures described with less
than seven conditions were found to be related to car-
cinogenicity. Only by using a data mining algorithm,
and doing a complete search, is it possible to prove
such a result. The result is consistent with the re-
sults obtained by [16] and [28] using Progol, as most
of the substructures previously found involved partial
charges, and the ones that didn t do not meet the cov-
erage requirements in experiment 1. Although the lack
of significant atom-bond substructures found in exper-
iment 1 is disappointing, it is perhaps not surprising.
The causation of chemical carcinogenesis is highly
complex with many separate mechanisms involved.

Large databases are becoming increasingly impor-
tant in chemistry. To fully exploit these databases
automatic computational methods are required. Warmr
is the first ILP data mining algorithm to be applied
to chemoinformatic data. We illustrated the value of
Warmr by finding all frequent substructures in a well
studied large database. These frequent substructures
were shown to add value to the database by being con-
verted into probabilistic rules, and by being used as
attributes (indicator variables) for standard prediction
algorithms. These results show that ILP Data mining
techniques are an important new tool for chemists.
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